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IMPEACHMENT: The House began impeachment proceedings
against President Trump that are likely to pass this morning. Political
violence either during the impeachment process could provide
immediate cause to justify further action against pro-Trump
elements in government, the military, politics, and society.
GUARD: The Pentagon approved National Guard troops deployed to
augment security at the Capitol to be armed with lethal weapons.
While it can’t be predicted, the most dangerous course of action is
violence that results in shooting deaths — possibly a reprisal for the
shooting death of Ashli Babbitt — could lead to a tailspin of violence.
MAPPING: Antifascist intelligence support teams claim to have
mapped out the locations of those who were in Washington, D.C. last
week from the alleged Parler data leak. Leftist are likely to pressure
employers to fire them, businesses to not provide services to them,
and schools to expel them. Further, activists could potentially
assemble at or vandalize their homes and businesses.
RAZE: Far Right chat room participants called for followers to burn
down and loot the homes of politicians and bureaucrats while they
attended the upcoming inauguration. These conversations alone are
not indicative of an actual effort, however, the BLM protest at the
home of Sen. Josh Hawley (R-MO) showed that these homes could be
soft targets when politicians aren’t in them.

ANALYST COMMENT: Back in October 2020, anarchist bloggers proposed a
"season of post-election unrest" dubbed "Everybody Out!" Specifically, the
disruption strategy outlined bifurcated paths depending on if President Trump
successfully executed a coup or if Biden was elected president. With Biden in
office, they claim he would enact “the same policies” as Trump, and called for "a
new chapter" of Far Left direct action that specifically targets ICE detention
facilities, prisons, and police stations. Disruptions clearly following this strategic
outline are likely to continue to under the incoming Biden administration.
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